The Sun is a tabloid newspaper that has taken an aggressive stand against immigration. They are strongly pro-Israel.

The Daily Mirror is a tabloid newspaper that is more sympathetic to the Palestinians.

The Guardian is a broadsheet newspaper that supports Labour. It takes a middle of the road stand on immigration and often has articles in support of the Palestinians in its comment pages.

The Daily Telegraph is a broadsheet newspaper that supports the Conservative party and is pro-Israel.

The Daily Mail is a tabloid newspaper that is strongly against immigration and pro-Israel. It supports the Conservative party.

The Times is a broadsheet newspaper that is pro-Israel and supports the Conservative party.
Al Ahram weekly is an Egyptian weekly published in English. It is widely read by non Arabic speaking Arabs outside the Arab world and others who want in depth news and comment about the Arab world.

Al-Hayat is a leading daily pan-Arab newspaper, with a circulation of almost 300,000. It is widely read by Arabs living outside the Arab world.

Ha'aretz is an Israeli daily published in English and Hebrew. It often features opinion pieces more critical of the Israeli government, but in general it is supportive.

Jerusalem Post is an English language daily in Israel. It is read online worldwide.